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Summary

This project was carried out to study how an existing

Differentiating/Integrating high voltage measuring system can
be modified for use in an open substation. The high voltage

capacitor, a specially designed sensor of about 2 pF is not

only sensitive to the directly connected voltage but is also

sensitive to voltages of adjoining circuits. In this

situation, each DI-output is a mixture of the three phase

voltages of the circuit to be measured. The open air

differentiating sensor and the means to unscramble the
measured signals were developed. After initial experiments,

the measuring system was put to the test in the 150 kV

substation "Eindhoven Zuid". During these tests the hardware

unscrambling device could not be successfully adjusted since

interference by the adjoining three phase high voltage

circuit was upsetting the adjustment process. An off-line

software unscrambling method however, was able to reproduce

the three phase voltages. Recordings of various switching

phenomena are presented.
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Introduction

The High Voltage group of the department of electrical

engineering (EHO) has on different occasions demonstrated the
advantages of the Differentiating/ Integrating (DI) measuring
method. Fast transient measurements have been performed in

the 150 kV GIS substation "Eindhoven west" [1] and in the 380

kV GIS substation "Maasvlakte" [2]. For this purpose both

differentiating current- and voltage sensors were developed.
For frequencies between 1 Hz and 3 Mhz wide band integrators
were developed.

My final project was to implement the DI-system in an open
air three phase 150 kV substation. usually magnetic core

transformers are used to monitor voltages and currents of

high voltage lines and cables. A disadvantage of these
transformers is their limited bandwidth and their poor
linearity. switching and lightning surges cannot be detected
properly and may cause large interference to control
equipment. Table I.1 gives a comparison of a voltage

transformer and a DI voltage measuring system:

TABLE I.1: comparison of transformer and DI-system

Voltage transformer DI-system

bandwidth :::: 10 kHz :::: 3 MHz

cost :::: Dfl 30,000.- :::: Dfl 5,000.-

accuracy 0.1 % at 50 Hz 5 %

EMcompatibility poor good

sensitivity to none considerablenearby conductors
linearity limited perfect

In case of the DI-system, the only high voltage component is
a differentiating sensor which is cheap to build. The

electronic integrator will be the most expensive part of the

DI-system.
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The accuracy of the DI-system is based on the stability of

its components. The capacitance of the sensor can be
influenced by temperature, gas pressure and humidity. The

components of the integrator and the 50 n termination are
sensitive to temperature changes.

The sensitivity of a DI-system in an open substation to cross
talk from other voltage sources was the main concern during
this project. The three phase voltages of the open air system
will appear as a mixture in the output signal of a DI-system.
This report will discuss several ways to regain the original

phase voltages from this mixture.

Organization of the report

In chapter 1 the important features of the DI-system are
discussed. Preceded by theory, the design of the

differentiating sensor is discussed.

In chapter 2 the problems associated with to three phase
measurements are discussed. This chapter gives two methods

for unscrambling the measured signals.
Chapter 3 describes some initial measurements conducted to
test the feasibility of a three phase wide band voltage
measuring system.

Chapter 4 gives a description of the measurements conducted

at the 150 kV substation "Eindhoven Zuid". This chapter
explains what measurements were done and shows some of the

results.

Finally the results of my final project are summarized in
conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER 1 The differentiating-integrating voltage measuring

system

If a signal is integrated after it has been differentiated,
the output signal should equal the input signal.

This is the basic principle of the ~ifferentiating

Integrating measuring system. The features that make this
system attractive are:

-simplicity of the voltage sensor;

-linearity;

-cost effectiveness;

-EMC-qualities;

-large bandwidth.

1.1 The differentiating voltage sensor

The simplest passive differentiator consists of a capacitor

and a resistor as in figure 1.1.1.

Vi~
__ Cd

-Vout

Rd

fiqure 1.1.1: passive differentiator

The gain of this circuit is:

(1.1)
jWRdCd

1 + jWRdCd
Vout

Vin

If jWRdCd « 1 equation 1.1 is simplified to:

Vout
-- = jWRdCd
Vin

(1.2)

Equation 1.2 can be transformed to the time domain:

Vout = RdCdd~~n (1.3)

Figure 1.1.1 explains the design of a high voltage sensor. We
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need a capacitance to a high voltage conductor (Cd) and a

resistor to ground (Rd). If Rd is a 50 Q terminated coaxial
cable, the differentiated signal can be integrated at another

location, for example in a non-high voltage surrounding.
Figure 1.1.2 shows the differentiating high voltage sensor.

Vin..1 objecl SIIbjecled to hi<jh voHoqe

capacitance to high voltage (Cd)

voltage sensor coaxial coble V t
--+----.- f ou

~j ~ nRd

)-/7~7
local qround qround

figure 1.1. 2: differentiating circuit with high voltage

sensor

Apart from a capacity to high voltage, the sensor will have a
stray capacitance to ground. This capacitance is modeled by

Cg in figure 1.1.2. Figure 1.1.3 gives the equivalent

circuit.

Vin l
---.L Cd

RdT Cg

I---------r-- Vout

figure 1.1. 3: Equivalent circuit of the differentiator

The gain of the circuit in figure 1.1. 3 is:

Vout = jWRdCd

1 + jWRd(Cd+Cg)
(1.4)

The differentiating character of equation 1.4 is restricted

to the case of jWRd(Cd+Cg) « 1 so the bandwidth of the sensor

is limited to w «Rd(C;+Cg) •
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The sensor will be placed in a high voltage circuit. Due to

the complexity of this circuit it is impossible to define all

circuit parameters. We can expect however, that somewhere a

high voltage source is present. The loop formed by this

source and our sensor will have an inductance and a stray

capacitance to ground. Figure 1.1.4 shows the high voltage

circuit and our sensor.

Lh
Vb

IL

Vh Ch

Cd
C Vout

Rd

z

Figure 1.1.4: simplified H.V. circuit with sensor

We can calculate f E·dl back and forth along the dotted line

in Fig. 1.1.4. The loop contains Cd, Rd and closes via A to

B, containing no flux:

f E·dl = 0

The first integral in eq. 1.6 represents -Vb:

A

Vb E JE·dl
B

The output voltage of the differentiator is defined by:

8
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A

Voul IE JE·dl
c

(1.8)

Since the termination resistor is placed in a non-high
voltage surrounding and the termination is designed to
produce minimal flux, Voul is not much affected by encircled
flux:

Voul = is'Rd (1.9)

Now equations 1.6, 1.7 and 1.9 can be transformed to a
differential equation that, under the previously described
limitations to frequency, leads again to equation 1.3:

Voul
dVb

= RdCd""""dt""""

If the integration path is not chosen along a closed loop,

Eq. 1.5 will not equal zero:

! d~
j E·dl = -dt (1.10)

The flux captured by this loop will mainly be caused by the

load current of the high voltage circuit, i ,and by the
1

measuring current of the sensor, i . So it is important that
S

the integration path of Eq. 1.5 is chosen through the middle

of the differentiating capacitance and along conductors.

Under this restriction, we can even extend our definition of
Vb in Eq. 1.7 to point B' in Fig. 1.1.4. The wavelength of

the signals to be measured however will cause limitations

when the electric flux ending on the lower electrode of Cd is
not simply proportional to the voltage Vb (Eq. 1.7). At 3

MHz, the frequency limit of the integrator, the wavelength

will be 100 m. The distance from the sensing electrode to the
point where Vb is defined should be limited to approximately
one tenth of this wavelength, 10m. This means that the output
voltage of the DI-system will represent the voltage at the

high voltage electrode of the sensor accurately up to

frequencies of 3 MHz.
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The high voltage sensor must be designed to meet specific
demands. The most important feature is the ability to

withstand high voltages. For 150 kV three phase voltage, a

minimum clearance of 1.5 m is needed between phase and
ground. To avoid corona the high voltage part of the sensor
should not have sharp edges. The voltage on the sensing
electrode will equal the output voltage of the differentiator

and should not exceed 2 kV at the highest frequencies for
safety reasons. Let us assume a 5 MHz component of 150 kV
amplitude. Using Eg. 1.3 and the 2 kV limit on the output, we

can determine a maximum for Cd of 8 pF. If this limitation is

met, we can presume, in the E-field calculations described
next, that the sensor has approximately zero voltage.

In order to determine the best shape for the high voltage

sensor, field calculations where made with a ~oundary Element

Method program called Isabel. This program enables the user

to define two- and three dimensional models and calculates,
amongst other things, charges on surfaces. Three different
sensors were evaluated with Isabel. Sensor #1 was a
horizontal rectangular plate sensing the voltage of a line.

Sensor #2 was a toroid sensing the voltage of another
identical toroid. Sensor #3 represents the actually used

sensor. The first two models were used to determine how the
capacity from the high voltage electrode to the sensing

electrode depends on the dimensions of the sensor and on the

relative placement of the electrodes.

In the practical sensor, insulators of 37 cm height are used.
Two insulators are built on a base structure. Between these

two and another five insulators, the sensing electrode is

mounted. The top of the seventh insulator supports a toroid.

The total sensor will stand approximately 2.60 m high. The

sensing electrode is a 1m square plate of aluminum of 1mm

thickness. The high voltage toroid is made of a round

aluminum plate 0 80 cm with a flexible aluminum tube mounted

around it. The diameter of this tube is 10 cm. The minimum

distance between the high voltage and the sensing electrode

is 1.80 m. The high voltage sensor was tested with a 675 kV
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lightning impulse, both negative and positive polarity and

did not break down.

Figure 1.1.5 gives the dependency of the capacitance between
two identical toroids on the height of the sensing toroid

above the ground, keeping the high voltage toroid at a
constant height of 3 m. The major radius of the toroids is

0.5 m, their minor radius is 0.1 m.

+-i
I

i··-··--·-T·-------··----
i
i, ,

j i
.··_···_··-----·-1--·--··_----_·+·__··--_··_·_·_·_·, ,

! I

i
I

6 ··-..--·--_·-··....·-t·· ....·..·_····..··.._··+···--·_·..·_ ..·
!

capacitance (pF)
20 .,...--:.----;-.:.:......::.--,----.,...----,----.,....-----,

I
I I I I

iii I16 ----··------··i---··-·-..---··--...----··-·--....--.;.··--·---.---.,-.._--
I I. I I
I ! . I
I ' I ,

10 -·--· ..-..-······..t---··-··-·..~-·-· ..··-··_--··..·..t··--··..-.---~

3 height (m)2.521.50.5
o+----+---i-----j-----t---+---.....J

o

Figure 1.1. 5: dependency of capacitance on relative height.

In a three phase measuring system it is important to know how

the capacitance of the sensor depends on the horizontal

displacement of the high voltage electrode with respect to

the sensing electrode. Figure 1.1.6 gives the calculation of
this dependency for the sensors. In this calculation sensor
#1 consisted of a sensing plate of 1 by 0.5 m at 1m height

above ground under a 0.02m diameter line at 5m height above

ground. Sensor #2 consisted of two toroids with a 0.5 m major
radius and a 0.1 m minor radius at heights of 1 and 3 m above
the ground plane.

Figure 1.1.6 shows a maximum capacitance of sensor #3 of 1.74

pF. The capacitances at displacements of 3 and 6 m (the
approximate distances in a 150 kV open substation between
phases) are 0.38 and 0.07 pF respectively. The capacitance of

the sensing electrode to ground of sensor #3 is calculated at

50.3 pF. This combination of Cd and Cg determines the

bandwidth of this sensor to be ~60 Mhz according to Eq. 1.4.
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O.l'~~~:~
! i ! iii i i: ! j iii i ! i iii i iN· '" i j iii i!

1000.1 1 10
horizontal displacement (m)

j 1 ~ 1 ~ i ~ i ! ~ l ! 1 : : : : : i ! ! 1
1.OOOE - 04 +-',-,r---r•....."r-,H,M",T1,; "it--+-l-+-+-+-H+r+--+T----ITr-TT-lT-lTHTT-rT+-IT----i-t--+-4-H"f-H,

0.01

F'iqure 1. 1. 6: capacitance as function of the horizontal

displacement.

since the high voltage sensors will be used in open air,
leakage currents from high voltage to the sensing electrode
across the surface of the ceramic insulators should not be

ignored. For low frequencies, the impedance of the sensor's

capacitance will be extremely high: A 2 pF capacitance at 10
Hz forms a 8 GO impedance. The impedance of the leakage path

may very well be much less. For accurate operation, the

sensor should be provided with a leakage current guard

electrode. (see paragraph 3.3).

1.2 The cable

The cable provides the connection between the sensor and the

EMC-cabinet. In order to measure without interference a

grounding structure should be created according to the

principles described in [3,4,5]. The coaxial cable connected

to the sensor is surrounded by a copper braid.
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1.3 The EMC-cabinet

A sketch of the EMC-cabinet is given in figure 1.3.1.

FILTUI
DIU nOIlACE

CAlLE TERMINATION
.00

} ACTIVE

}....."

Flqure 1. 3.1: principle of the EKe-cabinet

The EMC-cabinet houses electronics for signal processing, AID

conversion and data storage. The metal back panel of the

cabinet is uninterrupted and closes all loops in the

grounding structure. All connections are concentrated on this

panel. A mains filter is connected to the outer surface of

the back panel. The feed-through of the filtered supply to

the cabinet should stay within the housing of the filter,

which must be properly connected to the cabinet. The outer

conductor of the coaxial cables should be connected all

around to the back panel. In many cases, the front of the

cabinet can remain open.

1.4 The termination resistor

Figure 1.4.2 gives the termination resistor:
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sensor
....~

/~
It·

shrunk Insulation

.: rni.tor 100 Ohm.

Flqure 1.4.1: termination resistor

The 50 n termination resistor should be assembled in a

star-configuration. It is built in a separate metal enclosure

and is mounted directly behind the feed-through on the inside

of the back panel with which it should be properly connected.

The resistive material should be massive. Experience has

learnt that a 2 kV voltage pulse can be tolerated when 2 Watt

Allen Bradley resistors surrounded by shrink sleeve are used.

1.5 The integrator

The most simple passive integrator is given in figure 1.5.1:

Yin
Ri

Vout

I Ci

Flqure 1.5.1: 81mple passive Inteqrator

The gain of this circuit is:
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Vout 1=Vln l+jwRlCl

If jWRlCl > 1 eg. 1.11 can be simplified to:

Vout 1=Vln jWRlCl

In the time domain 1.12 leads to:

(1.11)

(1.12)

Vout
1= RlCl

tJVln·dt
o

(1.13)

The passive integrator will have a minimum frequency for
which it operates properly. This frequency is determined by
the time constant ~l = RlCl. For low frequency integration,

~l should be large. According to equation 1.13 however, this
large time constant will lead to a small gain. In order to

get sufficient output signal and low frequency integration an
active integrator must be used. A circuit diagram of the

integrator is given in figure A.1 in Appendix A. The
complete integrator is a composition of a passive integrator
followed by two parallel branches: one branch is only a

buffer (gain 0.98 dc to hf), the other branch is another
passive integrator (filter) in series with an integrating

opamp followed by a second buffer. The signals of the two

branches are added after the buffer by means of a resistive

network. An ideal response demands well balanced time

constants of the passive integrator, the filter and the
integrating opamp.

The passive section is built using the same principles as the

termination resistor: star configuration for the capacitors,

massive resistors with shrink sleeve insulation and a

separate metal enclosure. This enclosure is integrated with

the enclosure of the termination resistor (Figure 1.5.2).

15



'i"'eqrotion resistor Ri

Fiqure 1. 5. 2: passive inteqrator and termination resistor

integration capacitor Ci ~

protection diodes

A method for calibrating the integrator is described in

Appendix B. The combination of passive and active section

including the resistive adding network form an ideal

integrator from very low frequencies (2 Hz) to approximately

3 MHz with an effective time constant ~i of ~400 ~s.

1.6 The Dr-system

The Dr-system is formed by connecting the differentiator to

the integrator. The gain of this circuit can be found by

combining eq. 1.3 and 1.13:

RdCd
Vout = --·Vin (1.14)

RiCi

The Dr-system acts as a linear system from 2 Hz to 3 MHz.

Using the sensor described previously, the gain of the system

can be estimated to be 2E-7.
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CHAPTER 2 The three-phase system

In this application of the DI-system the three-phase voltages
are to be measured in an open 150 kV substation. The main

problem in this situation is, that one sensor will have
a capacitance to each of the three different phases,

dependent on the distances to the sensor. In order to measure
three-phase voltages, we need three DI-systems. The voltages

measured by these three systems must be "unruffled" in order
to obtain voltages that represent the separate phase
voltages.

2.1 The input matrix

The three-phase three sensor setup is displayed in figure
2.1.1.

'"--.--, int1 ~ V1 '- int2 - V2 '-- int3 - V3

Fiqure 2.1.1: Three phase lIeasurinq system

The output voltage of DI system #1 will be a linear

combination of the high voltages R, 8 and T:

v = aR + 138 + '1T
1

(2.1)

The values of a, 13 and '1 will depend on the capacitance from

the respective phase to sensor #1. Since sensor #1 is

situated directly beneath phase R, a is expected to be the

17



largest coefficient. From Fig. 1.1.6 and Eg. 1.14 a, ~ and ~

can be estimated to be 2E-7, 2E-8 and 4E-9 respectively.

The output voltages of DI systems #2 and #3 can be represented

in the same way:

V
2

= a'R + ~'s + ~'T

v = a."R + ~"s + ~"T
3

(2.2)

(2.3)

Again the coefficients can be estimated. Equations 2.1 to 2.3

lead to the "input matrix" which represents the relation

between the three phase voltages and the output voltages of

the DI systems:

:' ]. [=]
~" T

(2.4)

A rough estimate for the input matrix Musing the sensors

described in chapter 1 at phase distances of 3 m is:

Ii = 2E-7.[
1

0.1

0.02

0.1

1

0.1

0.02]
0.1

1

2.2 The inverting matrix

If the input matrix, Eg. 2.4 is non singular it is possible to

obtain three voltages that are proportional to R, Sand T

from V , V and V by inverting 2.4. Inverting the estimated
123

matrix leads to:

Ii -1 ~ SES. [

10.102

-1

-0.102

-1

10.2

-1

-0.102 ]
-1

10.102

In practical situations however, the input matrix will not be

symmetrical. since all high voltage carrying parts of the

three phase system will influence the capacitance to the

18



sensing electrode it is impossible to give an accurate

estimate of the input matrix. Thus, the inverting matrix must

be a circuit or a computer program in which the three

vol tages V , V and V are added with variable ratios and a
1 2 3

method must be found to adjust the inverting matrix.

2.2.1 The hardware inverting matrix

The basic circuit diagram of the hardware inverting matrix is

displayed in Fig. 2.2.1.

Vl

V2

input buffers matrix branches output buffers

F'lgure 2.2.1: principle of the circuit diagram of the

inverting matrix

Each incoming signal first passes a buffer. The gain of the

input buffers is variable to be able to adjust the gain of

the Dr-systems. Three branches of opamps form the actual

inverting matrix. Basic amplifier circuits with negative

feedback are used to ad and subtract the input signals.

Output bUffers are used to drive 50 n loads.

The output signals R', S' and T' of the inverting matrix are

related to Vi' V
2

and V
3

according to:

19



If we combine Eg. 2.4 and Eg. 2.5 we can express R' as a

function of R, 5 and T:

R'= (a cx+b CX'+C cx") R+ (a ~+b ~ '+c ~") 5+ (a l'+b l' '+c 1"') T
111 11 1 11 1

(2.6)
Of course 5' and T' can be expressed in a similar way. In a

properly adjusted system R' should be only proportional to

R and should not depend on 5 and T. From Eg. 2.6 we can

derive the conditions for which this is true:

acx+bcx'+ccx"=A (2.7a)
1 1 1

a~+b~'+c~"= 0 (2.7b)
1 1 1

a l'+b 1"+c 1'''= 0 (2.7c)
1 1 1

In one branch of the matrix only two factors should be

variable. According to Eg. 2.7a and using the values of the

estimated input- and inverting matrix, gain A will mainly be

influenced by a
1

• 50 a
1

and the other main diagonal values,

band c , should be preset to their estimated values. This
2 3

can be done by energizing phase R and grounding the V
2

and V
3

input terminals of the hardware inverting matrix. Now a can
1

be varied to obtain the desired output voltage. This

procedure should be repeated with the other matrix branches.

From Eg. 2.7b and Eg. 2.7c we can derive two relationships

between band c :
1 1

b ~' , al~
= -- c -

~1 ~' 1

l' ' , a 11'
b = -- c 71 1" 1

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

Figure 2.2.2 displays the two functions of Eg. 2.8 and shows

the iterative method by which the branch is adjusted. The

desired adjustment for the branch is the point where the two

functions of Eg. 2.8 intersect. For the adjustment of the R'

branch, phase R must be zero.

20



-b1

t
2.8b (T IS on)

desired
adjustment

............u .

~starting point

2.80 (S IS on)

_--:;;..- -c1

Fiqure 2.2.2: Adjustment method for matrix branch

For the branch adjustment displayed in Fig. 2.2.2, the

following steps are taken:

I: Apply a voltage only to phase S. Adjust factor b until
1

the output signal of branch R' reaches zero.

II: Apply a voltage only to phase T. Adjust factor c until
1

the output signal of branch R' reaches zero.

Repeat steps I and II until the output signal remains zero

when phases Sand T are switched.

For the second branch of the matrix the following procedure

should be followed:

I: Apply a voltage only to phase R. Adjust factor a until
2

the output signal of branch S' reaches zero.

II: Apply a voltage only to phase T. Adjust factor c until
2

the output signal of branch S' reaches zero.

Repeat steps I and II until the output signal remains zero

when phases Rand T are switched.
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Finally the procedure for the third branch:

I:

II:

Apply a voltage only

the output signal of
Apply a voltage only
the output signal of

to phase R. Adjust factor a until
3

branch T' reaches zero.

to phase S. Adjust factor b
3

until
branch T' reaches zero.

Repeat steps I and II until the output signal remains zero

when phases Rand S are switched.
Now the gains of the branches can be adjusted to reach the
appropriate value.

2.2.2 The software inverting matrix

If analog unscrambling proves inconvenient the recorded
signals can be processed by means of a computer. The three
measured output signals of the DI-systems can be scaled and

added in a way that "crosstalk" is eliminated. Measurements

of V, V and V should provide the different scaling
123

factors. Measurements with clean unsynchronized jumps are

especially suitable for this purpose. During our
measurements, described in chapter 4, the rail switching
operations met these demands. The legitimate crosstalk was
approximately 3% mainly resulting from the capacitive divider
formed by the interline capacitance of approximately 50 pF

and the capacitance to ground of approximately 1600 pF (1500

pF of the voltage transformer and 100 pF line capacitance).

Figure 2.2.3 gives measured rail switching signals that
clearly show the unsynchronized jumps and the sensor

crosstalk inflicted on the neighboring sensors. The first

jump (middle trace) clearly shows crosstalk in the top and
bottom traces. The magnitudes of the first jump in all three

traces can be measured. Subsequently the center trace can be
scaled and subtracted from the top and bottom one to obtain

zero voltage. Repeating this procedure for other jumps leads

to Fig. 2.2.4. The 3 % legitimate crosstalk was neglected in
these calculations.
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CHAPTER 3 Preliminairy experiments

3.1 Experiments on the inverting matrix

In order to verify the possibility of adjusting the inverting

matrix, a test setup was built for low voltages. The setup

consisted of a three-phase, variable frequency voltage

source, three sensors connected to three modified termination

resistors and three integrators, and a hardware matrix.

r-----'R'

inverting S'
f-------l

matrix T'

,-----,
sotety 1-_"';::==:;7""--
relay

r-----'R
variable '-s-.... -----
frequency T ------~==:::;77""'"-

source

F'lqure 3.1.1: Calibration test setup

The three phase source was capable of generating voltages of

250 Vrms at 10Hz to 15 Vrms at 10 kHz.

The three phase voltages were connected, via a safety relay,

to three aluminum rods of 2 m length. These rods, diameter 8

mm, were supported at horizontal distances of 15 cm by a

mount that could be moved vertically. The rods acted as a

three phase high voltage line.

Underneath the rods a grounded aluminum base plate supported

three rectangular sensors of 8 by 30 cm. The three sensors

were connected via BNC-connectors in the base plate to three
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coaxial RG-58 cables. The cables were encircled by copper

braid to minimize the transfer impedance.

Since the voltages to be measured in this test setup were
about 1000 times smaller then in the high voltage circuits,
the Dr-system proved to be too insensitive. According to Eq.
1.3 there are two options to increase sensitivity: reduce the

time constant of the integrator or increase the time constant
of the differentiator. Since changing the time constant of

the integrator is impractical, the termination resistor was
raised to 47 kn. Unfortunately in this case, the Dr-system is

not a linear system since the integrator's impedance is no
longer large compared to the termination resistor. Figure

3.1.2 shows the calculated deviation of the Dr-system with a
47 kn termination resistor.

CiA I" DI-SVST~ WITH ID = 47M PHI\SI
DB TDtPIJIATUJI1= 27 CI\SI= 1 Dfi:

-fill. Ie -- - S.•-- ....:illHHJ ..
v·

:::::::~.
pho.s& .

-flB.1e I-- c- .- -16.'
/.

\ . . .....
-76." -- -- ,. -37.8-.. ...

... gai.n··· - --.., .
-84." f-- -- - .- - -58.'

-92." .- -- -79.8

-1'11." .- -1••.•
1..- 1 UI 1.8 11 11M 1.8M 111 1111

FlEaJl"C'r' IN ICZ

Flqure 3.1.2: Calculated deviation

Up to 100 Hz the 47 kn resistor gives an appreciable increase
of sensitivity. Above 100 Hz however, it falls of sharply.

The phase curve shows a considerable dip. Because this setup

is only used to determine the qualities of the inverting

matrix at a fixed frequency, these deviations do not cause

major problems.

The inverting matrix was built according figure 2.2.1. All

opamps and buffers were OP-77's. rn order to minimize

cross talk through the supply lines, all feeding points of the
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opamps were connected to ground by a fast ceramic capacitor

parallel to a slower but larger tantalum capacitor. Also the

feeding point was connected to the supply line by means of a

small series inductance. Two trimpots in each matrix branch

provided the necessary flexibility. The measured gain ranges of

the inverse matrix are given by the range matrix R:

-13

2.3 -+ GO

-18

0.6 -+ GO ]

-(0.4 -+ GO)

32 -+ GO

(3.1)

The high gains obtainable on the diagonal of the matrix cause
a decrease of bandwidth. Gains up to 100 can be expected. The

unity gain bandwidth of the OP-77 is 3 MHz, so this matrix

will operate properly to approximately 30 kHz.

The adjustment method described in paragraph 2.2.1 was

applied to the hardware inverting matrix in this setup.

During the calibration it proved impossible to reach a zero

output voltage of the branch that was being trimmed. This
deviation from the theoretical situation is caused by phase

shift in the hardware inverting matrix of the three signals

that are to be added. The adjustment method for the hardware

inverting matrix changes the ratio by which the signals from

the Dr-systems are added or subtracted until the output

voltage reaches a minimum. The effect of sUbtracting two

slightly phase shifted signals is illustrated by the next

equations:

Vo~ = -aosin(wt) + sin(wt + 6)

.. Vout = -2· sin (~6) ·cos (wt + ~6) + (a-I) sin (wt)
2 2

(3.2)

(3.3)

By calibrating the branches of the matrix we try to minimize

Vout by adj usting factor a (in Eq. 3.3) to 1:

Vout = -2.sin(~6) ·cos(wt + ~6)
2 2

If 6 is small, Eq. 3.4 can be transformed to:
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Voul = l1·cos (wt) (3.5)

So, if a is adjusted from 0 to m the amplitude of the output
signal will first decrease until a phase shift occurs. The
phase shift will reach 900 when a=l and will increase further
to 1800 if a increases again.

The phase shift deviations of the calibrated three phase
measuring system can best be represented by an error matrix

E. The error matrix shows the relations between the input

signals R, 5 and T to the output signals R', 5' and T' of the
adjusted three phase measuring system:

[::J = E.[:] (3.6)

In the ideal situation Eq. 3.6 could be written as:

-1 -. M .

The rows of E are normalized to 100% on the main diagonal.

The numbers in the matrix represent the percentage of cross
talk compared to the main signals. At 200 Hz the error matrix

of the adjusted system was measured:

[

100

E = 1.6

0.8

1.8

100

0.2

0.6 ]
0.2
100

(3.7)

At this frequency, the maximum crosstalk was 1.8% . The error

matrix gives a measure of quality of the inverting matrix and
so of the entire three phase measuring system. The smaller

the crosstalk percentages, the better the system will
perform.
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To investigate the frequency dependency of the error matrix

the hardware inverting matrix was adjusted at 100 Hz. Now

the error matrix was measured from 25 Hz to 10 kHz. Figures

3.1.3, 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 give the crosstalk in the output
voltages when respectively R, Sand T are applied.

o_-:'088:.:..:..:.1.:....lJl_k..:..:IS;.:.> ...,
1000"..

I..... ROIlR. -RonS' --Ron"I

100

10

1000001000 10000
frequency (Hz)

100
O. 1 +----r"""'T"".,.....,...I'TT'I.----r"T""l"T'T"TTTl,--"T"""T""T"T'nrT1T"-,.-r-rTTTTT

10

Fiqure 3.1.3: Cross talk when phase R is applied

o_::..::'088:::..:I~!II.:.:.k..:..:(....:.:I ...,
1000::r

l ..... sonR' --SonS' --son1·1

100

10

:::~
1000001000 10000

frequency (Hz)
100

0, 1 +----r"""'T"".,...,..I'TT'I.--"""'T"""T""l"T'T"TTTl,--"T"""T""T""T'T"rT1T"-,.-r-rTTTTT'

10

Fiqure 3.1. 4: Cross talk when phase 5 is applied
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Flqure 3.1. 5: Cross talk when phase T Is applied

From these plots the maximum error matrix can be derived:

[

100

E = 3.3

2.5

5

100

2.5

(3.8)

Apparently, for higher frequencies, cross talk becomes more

evident. This increase is caused by the increasing phase

shifts in the inverting matrix. A new hardware inverting

matrix was designed taking special care of minimizing phase

shifts.

3.2 Measurements on the differentiating sensors

In order to investigate the behavior of different types of

sensors a one phase high voltage test circuit was built. The
circuit could be supplied with a small Marx generator. The

output voltages of three different sensors were investigated

along with the output voltage of a measuring transformer.

The three sensors were:

- a rectangular plate underneath a voltage carrying tube:

- two identical toroids:

a toroid encircling the base of the measuring transformer.
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· sensor 12'------

11
I

I

Marx

9~~~~~/

Figure 3.2.1: One phase high voltage test circuit

Sensor #1 consisted of an aluminum plate of 0.5 x 1 m mounted

on an insulating base of 1 m height. The 5 cm diameter
voltage carrying tube was mounted at 3 m height. The expected

capacitance of sensor #1 is approximately 3 pF.

Sensor #2 was made of flexible aluminum tube, diameter 10 cm.

The major diameter of the toroids was approximately 80 cm.

The high voltage toroid was mounted at 3 m height, the

sensing electrode was supported at 1.5 m height. The expected

capacitance of sensor #2 is approximately 6 pF.

Sensor #3 consisted of a flexible aluminum tube, diameter 10

cm, around the base of the measuring transformer. The

capacitance of this sensor cannot be estimated properly

because the voltage distribution in the transformer is not

known. This sensor illustrates the disturbing effects of a

transformer on the DI-system. The transformer was also used

to sense the voltage of the circuit.

Pulses could be applied to the circuit by a small marx

generator. The generator was able to produce lightning pulses

of 35 kV.
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Three 50 n termination resistors and three integrators

completed three D1 measuring systems.

To collect the measuring data a Nicolet digital storage
oscilloscope was used. Figures 3.2.2a,b and 3.2.3a,b show the
measured pUlses.

Figure 3.2.2 shows that the shapes of the measured pulses are

the same for sensor #1 and #2. Clearly these two sensors have

similar differentiating behavior and they are linear as
described in paragraph 1.1. The amplitudes of the signals
differ a factor 2.6. Apparently the expectations for the
capacitances of the sensors were inaccurate. Sensor #2 can

clearly be preferred over sensor #1 because the signal to

interference ratio is superior.

l.~s~...".
tln[••••

I I
f- ""Ih,..........~ ....., 12 -
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2 -
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•.,
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1'"',1

a b

Flqure 3.2.2: Measured pulses on sensor .1 (a) and .2 (b)
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Flqure 3.2.3: Measured pulses on sensor (a) and the

transformer (b)

Figure 3.2.3 shows the voltage measured by sensor #3. The

plot in Fig. 3.2.3a shows some resemblance to ones in Fig.

3.2.2 but the transformer clearly causes an oscillation. The

transformer itself is unable to measure the voltage pulse

correctly. The bandwidth of a voltage transformer usually

does not exceed 4 kHz. At high frequencies, the capacitive

coupling between the windings of the transformer becomes more

evident. The transformer will act as a complicated

capacitor-inductor circuit, causing oscillations.

These measurements show that the differentiating sensors

should be kept at some distance from the transformers. A

distance of at least 3 m is advisable. Another conclusion

that can be drawn from these measurements is that the actual

shape of the DI-sensor seems to be unimportant in one phase

applications.

3.3 Experiments on the definitive sensor

In the actual version of the sensor the sensing electrode was

made from aIm square aluminum plate. The high voltage
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electrode should not have sharp edges to avoid corona. Large

dimensions and a short distance to the sensing electrode are

favorable since this increases the capacitance. The design

chosen was a toroid made from flexible aluminum tube,

diameter 10 cm, firmly attached to a round aluminum disk,

diameter 80 cm. Six high voltage insulators of 36.8 cm height

were used to support and separate the electrodes. For

preliminary measurements the sensor was built upon a movable

cart. The sensing electrode was mounted between the first and

the second insulator, the high voltage electrode mounted on

top of the sixth. The five insulators between the electrodes

gave a clearance of 1.8 m.

In this configuration the sensor was tested for breakdown.

The sensor was attached to a Haefely Marx generator and a

series of lightning pulses was applied. The sensor withstood

a series of six consecutive 675 kV positive polarity pulses

followed by a series of six negative polarity pulses. No

breakdown occurred during this test. A 740 kV positive
polarity pulse caused breakdown to an adjoining metal fence,

not affecting the sensor. After the breakdown tests the

sensor was submitted to a 50 Hz voltage to test the voltage

linearity of the sensor. Voltages of 'up to 150 kVrms were

applied with a Hipotronics resonant high voltage source. Up

to 50 kV an electrostatic voltmeter was used to monitor the

voltage and to calibrate the voltmeter of the Hipotronics.

(Fig. 3.3.1).

our....:tpu1_Iod__tag~e.:..(m......v.:..) ---,
eoo

600

o L....-....I...----L.----JL.-....L----1...----l_...L--.----'-----.1_.l..--L...----'-_.l....-...J

'0 20 30 "0 60 eo TO 80 00 100 "0 120 130 '''0'60 High Voltage (kV)

Figure 3.3.1: RKS-vol tage measurement with the H. V. sensor
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Figure 3.3.1 shows that the sensor is linear up the highest

applied voltage (150 kVrms). Apparently corona has no

detectable effect on the sensor.

The previous tests show that the sensor can safely be applied

in a three-phase 150 kV sUbstation, since the nominal

phase voltage will not exceed 86 kV. Transients are expected

not to exceed twice the amplitude of this nominal voltage,

245 kV.

The sensor was moved to an open air test facility where the

behavior of the sensor was tested under conditions of rain

and wind. Apart from the complete sensor, two additional
sensing electrodes were placed at 3 and 6 m distances.

In this test circuit, a measuring transformer was used as a

high voltage source. The 50 Hz mains voltage proved to be

distorted: the tops of the sine waves were rounded off.

Guided by this effect it could be seen that the wave shape

measured by sensor #1 deviated from the signals measured by

sensor #2 and #3. The cause of this deviation was found to be

the leakage current flowing across the surface of the

insulators from the high voltage to the sensing electrode of

sensor #1.

transformer sensor '1 sensor 12 sensor '3
Fiqure 3.3.2: Sensor test circui t
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At low frequencies, the capacitance of the sensor, around 2
pF, forms an extremely high impedance. The leakage resistance
of the insulators is no longer negligible. The solution to

this problem is a leakage current guard electrode. This guard
electrode should drain the leakage current before it reaches
the sensing electrode. This was achieved by cutting out the
central part of the sensing electrode and by insulating it

from the actual sensor electrode. The central part was

directly connected to ground.

ground connection

uard electrode

sensing electrode

FIgure 3.3.3: Sensing electrode with current guard electrode

The leakage resistance of the sensing electrode to the

current guard electrode is not critical for the accurate
operation of the sensor. After this modification was made,

the measured wave shapes of the three sensors were identical.

Now that the DI-systems were working satisfactory, a new

high-frequency inverting matrix design [6] was tested in the

one-phase, three-sensor circuit. The one phase adjustment at

50 Hz of this matrix gave an estimation for the error matrix:
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Now a pulse was applied to the test circuit with the Marx
generator, as described in paragraph 3.2. Figure 3.3.4 shows
the signals measured with the adjusted inverting matrix:

1.15 -r'

1.1

-1.15

(4 S'.. -1.101
0
~

-11.15

-1.2

-1.25

Figure 3.3.4: Pulse and crosstalk measured wlth the inverting

matrix

From Fig. 3.3.4 a maximum crosstalk of 3% for a lightning

pulse can be estimated. Also a small oscillation of about 3
MHz is visible. Since this inverting matrix was going to be

used for measuring slower switching transients, the maximum

crosstalk of the three-phase measuring system is expected to

be less. Another cause for deviations in the three phase
measuring system is the gain drift of the DI-systems. Since

the gain drift of the DI-systems will mainly be caused by

temperature changes, the termination resistor and the passive
integrator should be kept at a constant temperature. The

active integrator should be switched on approximately 30

minutes before measurements take place. The above

considerations lead to the expectation that the three-phase
measuring system will have a maximum error of 5 % .
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CHAPTER 4 Measurements in the 150 kV substation

"Eindhoven Zuid"

4.1 The location

The three-phase measuring system was put to the test in the

150 kV substation "Eindhoven Zuid". The power utility
company, PNEM1 , gave permission to perform measurements on

the high voltage overhead line "Hapert wit". Appendix B shows

a sketch of the section of the substation where "Hapert wit"

enters the station. A line disconnector, a circuit breaker

and a rail disconnector, link the overhead line to one of the

two station bus bars.

rail disconnector

circuit breaker

"voltage transformer

groundin

"Hopert Wit"

line disconnector'------0(7

n qure 4. 1. 1: Connect I on of the overhead 11 ne to the stat Ion

The voltage sensors of the DI-systems were placed in the

circuit section between the voltage transformers and the

circuit breakers for a number of reasons:

19rovinciale Hoord-Brabantse ~lectriciteits Maatschappij
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-1: By opening the line disconnector and the circuit breaker,

the circuit section is totally isolated from its
surrounding;

-2: The circuit section can be left grounded or ungrounded as
desired;

-3: The small dimensions of the circuit section create the
possibility of applying a voltage by inverting the use of

the voltage measuring transformers;

-4: Space is available for placing the differentiating

sensors in the circuit section:
-5: Different kinds of switching procedures can be measured.

For the adjustment method, described in paragraph 2.1, the

first three of the above reasons prove to be important. By
using the voltage transformers in reverse, one phase can be
energized while the other two remain grounded. For this

purpose, a safety circuit was built to ground the

transformers and to prevent them from being energized.

Reason #4 is important since, according to paragraph 3.2, the

differentiating sensors must be kept clear from transformers.

Also, some space is needed to assemble the sensors and
connect them to the high voltage circuit. Because the sensors
were built on a brick road, some precautions were taken to

provide a well determined grounding structure for the
differentiating sensors. This is important since the amount

of field lines ending on the sensing electrode may alter if

the conductivity of the ground plane changes reSUlting in a

different voltage of the sensing electrode. Also the
interference of the adjoining high voltage circuit should be

suppressed. The precautions taken consisted of three grounded

metal fences between and next to the three sensors, mounted
at approximately the same height as the sensing electrodes.

The different kinds of switching procedures, as cited in

reason #5, can be divided into three groups:
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Line switching: The circuit breaker closes and opens while
the line disconnector remains closed to the line.

Rail switching: The circuit breaker closes and opens
while the line disconnector is opened and the line is
grounded.

station switching: The circuit breaker is left closed, either

with the line disconnector closed or opened, and somewhere
else in the high voltage substation a switching operation is

performed. In this case, the DI-system will measure the
signals caused by the station bus bar transients.

Before any of these measurements could be done, the hardware

matrix had to be adjusted.

4.2 The adjustment of the hardware matrix

The secondary windings of the voltage measuring transformers
were connected via a safety circuit to a variac. The

transformation ratio of the measuring transformers was 1500,

so the variac had to supply 58 V to reach nominal voltage on

the high voltage circuit section. Unfortunately, the variac
was not able to supply enough current to reach this voltage.
The maximum current, 8 A, was reached at a primary voltage

of 15 V. This means, considering the transformation ratio,

that the high voltage circuit section has an impedance of

approximately 4.2 MO, leading to a capacitance of 750 pF.
This was more then we had anticipated, so we had to settle

with a maximum calibration voltage of 22.5 kV.

with this voltage consecutively applied to phases 8, 4 and 12

(like R, Sand T are called in the sUbstation) the output
voltages of the input buffers of the inverting matrix were

adjusted to 100 mVrms. Now the iterative method, as described
in paragraph 2.2.1, was applied to adjust the inverting
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matrix. Unfortunately, the output voltages did not converge
to the anticipated minimum. The cause of this failure was

found to be the interference of the adjoining high voltage

line, "Hapert zwart". On phase 12, the phase closest to

Hapert Zwart, an interference voltage of 7 mVrms was
measured, phase 4 showed a 2 mVrms interference voltage while

the interference on phase 8 was practically zero. The voltage
caused on sensor 12 by phase 8 was of the same order of
magnitude as the interference voltage. Because of the
considerable influence of the interference voltage and the

unability to reach adjustment voltages higher then 22.5 kV,

further adjustment efforts proved fruitless. Now we had to
rely on a software inverting matrix as described in paragraph

2.2.2.

4.3 The high voltage transient measurements

Three different types of switching operations were mentioned

in paragraph 4.1:

- line switching:
- rail switching:

- station switching.

While line and rail switching are clearly described in
paragraph 4.1, station switching must be further specified.

The most interesting option was switching a cable running

from "Eindhoven Zuid" to "Eindhoven West". Figure 4.3.1 gives
a diagram of the configuration used for the measurements:
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Figure 4.3.1: HJgh voltage switching circuit

The following switching operations were performed:

1. Rail switching

situation: Ldl opened, Rdl closed, rail B energized.

in: Cbl in.

out: Cbl out.

2. Line switching

situation: Ldl closed, Rdl closed, rail B energized.

in: Cbl in.

out: Cbl out.

3. Station switching, cable sending end

situation: Ldl opened, Rdl and Cbl closed; Rd3, Cb3 and

Cd3 closed; Cd4 opened; Rda2 and Rdb2 closed.

in: Cb2 in.

4. Station switching, cable receiving end

situation: Rda2, Cb2 and Rdb2 opened; Rdl and Cbl closed,

Ldl opened; Rd3, Cb3 and Cd3 closed; Cd4 and

Rd4 closed.

in: Cb4 in
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Two Nicolet digital storage oscilloscopes were used to store

the measuring data. Table 4.1 gives the relevant information
on the oscilloscopes and what DI-system is connected to what

channel:

TABLE 4.1: Nicolet settings and connections

Nicolet .1 4094C I Nicol et .2 4094A

.1 left unit .1 right un it .2 left unit .2 right unit

U75 (20 n8) 4180 (5 n8) 4180 (5 n8) 4562 ( .5 .8)

50 MHz/8 bit 200 MHz/8 bit 200 MHz/8 bit 2 MHz/12 bit

11 (All 12 (Bl) 13 (A2) 14 (B21 I 5 (Al) 6 ( Bl) 7 ( A21 8 (B2)

4 8 4 8 12 12
2V 2V 2V 2V 2V 2V

810" 810" fast fa8t fa 8t 810"

Figures 4.3.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 give examples of the measured

signals. Figure 4.3.2 shows the line switching voltages:
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Figure 4.3.2: Line 8,,1 tching in (a) and out (b)

Figure 4.3.2a clearly shows the crosstalk of the signals.
First, phase 8 is switched on, followed by phase 4 and 12. In

case of line switching, some of the crosstalk may be

legitimate, since the three overhead lines can have

considerable capacitive and inductive coupling. Figure 4.3.2b

shows that switching off takes a long time. At t = 0 s, the

circuit breaker starts opening, at this point the voltage

shows a slight drop. After 70 ms fast transients occur until

95 ms after which the signals start to oscillate with a low

frequency. (Compare Fig. 4.4.2)
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Figure 4.3.3 shows rail switching voltages:

'.S

1.2S

..
1.1....

0
~

-1.2S

-I.S

a b

Figure 4.3.3: Rail switching in (a) and out (b)

Figure 4.3.3a again shows the cross talk between the three

phases. This time the synchronous jumps are illegal since now

only the small circuit section in which the sensors are

placed and the rail systems of the high voltage station are

connected. The capacitance between the rails is too small to

cause considerable crosstalk (3%). These signals seem fit to

be used in the software adjustment method described in

paragraph 2.2.2. In the moments following the actual closing

of the circuit breaker, arcing occurs; the voltages show

characteristic steps. These steps occur even stronger in

figure 4.3.3b, where the circuit breaker is opened again.

Here also, the signals clearly show the crosstalk inflicted

jumps that also make these signals suitable for the software

adjustment method.

Figure 4.3.4 shows the two types of station switching:
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Fiqure 4.3.4: Station 8wi tchinq receivinq end (a) and sendinq

end (b)

Both figures 4.3.4a and b show that the three phase phase
voltages rise nearly simultaneously. Also in both cases, an

oscillation occurs, lasting about 8 ms. Closer investigation

showed oscillations at 1.3 kHz, 10 kHz and 250 kHz.

The Nicolet oscilloscopes were set at the 2 V input range.

This means that the 8 bits, 256 levels, are divided between

-2 V and +2 V. The voltage between two digitizing levels is
approximately 16 mV. According to paragraph 4.2, the maximum

interference voltage from the adjoining high voltage line is
7 mVrms. So, with this range setting, the interference

voltage, caused by the adjoining high voltage line, falls

within the digitizing noise of the 8 bit input units. Only

the 12 bit input unit is able to distinguish the interference
voltage. This means, had the adjustment method for the

hardware inverting matrix succeeded, the measured signals had

indeed not have needed the correction for Hapert Zwart. Also,

in finding the software inverting matrix, the interference
voltages from Hapert Zwart can be neglected.

4.4 The adjustment of the software matrix and the
performances of the three phase measuring system

According to paragraph 4.3, rail switching provides suitable
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signals for the software calibration method, described in

paragraph 2.2.2. The signals, shown in figure 4.3.3, lead to

the software inverting matrix:

[

191935

JI-1
= -3894~

-48742

234322
-51624

-4575~ ]
226250

(4.1)

This matrix not only unscrambles the cross talk, but also

calibrates phase voltages to 86.6 kVr.s. Figures 4.4.1 and

4.4.2 show some characteristic, unscrambled rail switching

transients.

-88. a~
r
E

-126.6~
V12 Vi

16.6111s
TIME

36.60\s

Figure 4.4.1: Rail switching transients, switching on

Vi VB

6.6s 56.8ms 166.Bms
TIME

156,60\s

Figure 4.4.2: Rail swl tchlng transients, switching off
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A comparison of these figures to figure 4.3.3 clearly shows

how the cross talk disappeared: if one phase jumps, the other

two remain continuous. Figure 4.4.2 also shows slow

oscillations of the phase voltages after the circuit breaker

is opened. This oscillation is probably caused by the

inductance of the measuring transformer and the capacitance

of the circuit section.

After the rail switching measurements were done, problems
were encountered with a 10 s high-pass filter, used to

suppress the offset drift of the integrators. Solving this

problem caused a slight change in the gain of the DI-system

monitoring phase 8. In the inverting matrix, this gain change

resulted in a rescaling of the first column. This led to a

second inverting matrix:

[

205609

R-1
= -4172~

-48742

234322

-51624
-4575~ ]
226250

(4.2)

The inverting matrix of equation 4.2 was used on the

measurements of the line switching transients. Figures 4.4.3

and 4.4.4 show some characteristic, unscrambled line

switching transients.

['
1S11.11

l11111.11r
Sll.ll~

-Sll.ll

-11111.11

-lS11.8

8.8s 111.ems
TIME

211.8ms

Figure 4.4.3: LIne switchIng transIents, switching on
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158.8

18e.8

58.8

8. 8 H+t+t++t-l+H-++rI+t+t-H--+-t+t+t+t1f++++-Irl+++t-H-++1--+-+--'r-i

-158.8 VIZ va V4

-S8.8MS 8.8s
TIME

S8.8MS 18e.8Ms

Figure 4.4.4: Line sWitching transients, switching off

Figure 4.4.3 shows that the closing of the switch causes a

noisy signal in all three phases, lasting about 4 ms and

clearly causing cross talk to the other phases. Approximately

10 ms after a phase has been energized, another impulse appears

on the tops of the sine waves. These impulses can not be due

to line reflections since a 50 km line will show reflections
after approximately 300 ~s. Figure 4.4.4 shows the behavior

as previously described with figure 4.3.2. Especially the

interval between 80 ms and 100 ms shows that the phase

signals are clearly smoothed by the inverting matrix

procedure.

with the matrix of equation 4.2 also the station switching

transients were processed. Figures 4.4.5 to 4.4.8 show some

characteristic, unscrambled station switching transients.
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158.B

lBB.B

5B.B

TIME

Figure 4.4.5: Station switching, cable sending end, slow

1511. B~
j

--'

lBB. Bl
j

~

,,+ /]

\iB.B

~ -set ~.x.

..<!

'vi-lBB.Br

U1Z U1 UB
-15B.Bf I 1I I
-ZBB.B -Z5.Blns B.Bs Z5. BinS

TIME

Figure 4.4.6: Station switching, cable recel vlng end, slow
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158.8

lBB.1l

Silo fl

B.1l ~
~

"'
-51UI

-lBll ....

-15B.B

8.85 2511.11us
TIME

5Bll.Bus

Figure 4.4.7: Station switching, cable sending end, fast
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Figure 4.4.8: Station switching, cable receiving end, fast

Figures 4.4.5, 4.4.6, 4.4.7 and 4.4.8 show several rapidly

decaying oscillations on all phases that are probably
reflections caused at cross bonding points of the cable.

Figures 4.4.5 and 4.4.6 show that the three phases reach the
same rms value. This is expected in case of symmetry. In case

of line and rail switching, almost every measurement shows a

deviation from the symmetrical situation. A probable cause

for this deviation is the behavior of the neutral point.
In the Dutch 150 kV grid, the neutral point is connected to

ground via a Petersen-coil. Especially when asymmetrical
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switching transients occur, as in case of line and rail

switching operations, the neutral point can deviate

considerably from zero voltage.

1. BE+S
possible star point behayiour

rail switching on

s.e[+4

- S •BE+" L..-.J.---'-e::-.--les-L--..L---I.----1-s-a ..J...
a
-
OI

s--l.----1-----'------'---:1£I-a'-.B-",.L
s

----I.-----.JL.-.L
1
__
S

a...J...-llIn....Js----J

TIME

Flqure 4.4.7: Neutral point behavior

Figure 4.4.7 shows a possible neutral point behavior, obtained

by adding the phase voltages of a rail switching operation.

The fastest transient measured in "Eindhoven Zuid" occurred

during station switching, sending end and had a slew rate of

1.5E11 Vis. The rise time was 900 ns. The maximum measured

oscillation frequency was 250 kHz.

Apart from the uncertainty in neutral point behavior and

legitimate crosstalk, it is possible to obtain an almost

ideal software inverting matrix. In that case the error

matrix of the measuring system will be close to the ideal

one:

100

o
o

o
100

o 10~ ]

(4.3)

Further investigations, e.g. a full computer transient

simulation or more detailed adjustment of the software

matrix, may give more conclusive information about the error

matrix.
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Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions:

-1 The high voltage sensor design performed well both in
laboratory experiments and in the open air situation.

-2 Proximity of transformers should be avoided to guarantee

the correct operation of small open air capacitors, used
for sensing.

-3 It is possible to measure three phase voltages in an open

substation using large bandwidth DI-techniques with an
error of less then 5 % without interference problems.

-4 The adjustment of the hardware matrix in the 150 kV
substation was unsuccessful due to the disturbing

influence of the adjoining high voltage line in
combination with the unability to reach higher calibration
input voltages.

-5 The measurements itself however were hardly influenced by

the adjoining high voltage circuit because the disturbance
was relatively small and fell within the a-bit digitizing
noise.

-6 The adjustment calibration method works best on signals

with clear unsynchronized step voltages.

Recommendations:

-1 Instead of 50 Hz sine waves, repetitive impUlses, clearly
distinguishable from any 50 Hz interference should be used

for the adjustment method of the hardware matrix. A simple
source should be connected to one phase, whereas the other

two are grounded. The spectrum of the pulses should be

within the bandwidth of the inverting matrix.

-2 Measuring results should be compared with a transient
analysis code to verify the validity of the software
matrix calibration
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APPENDIX A

Calibration of the integrator

A circuit diagram of the integrator is given in figure A.1:
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Figure 14.1: circuit diagram of the passive integrator

Three different trimpots are used for calibration. Trimpot

#1 enables us to vary the integration resistor of the

integrating opamp. Trimpot #2 varies the resistor of the

integrating filter and trimpot #3 varies the ratio by which

the signals from the two branches are added. Figures A.2, A.3

and A.4 show how deviations from the ideal values of trimpots

#1, #2 and #3 affect the phase and gain characteristics of

the integrator (calculated results using Microcap).
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Fiqure A.2: phase and qain plot when trill pot 11 deviates
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Fiqure A.4: phase and qain plot when trim pot 13 deviates

Figure A.2 shows a peak deviation of the phase shift at taoo
Hz when trimpot #1 is out of balance. Figure A.4 shows the

same behavior for trimpot #3, but now with a center frequency
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of ±4 kHz. Figure A.3 shows that a variation of trimpot #2

gives a combination of the former two. The calibration

procedure makes use of the clear distinction of the

deviations caused by aberrations of trimpots #1 and #3.

First a frequency of 800 Hz is applied to the integrator.

Trimpot #1 is turned until the phase shift between in- and
°output reaches 90 •

Now the frequency is changed to 4 kHz and trimpot #3 is

turned until the phase difference is 90° again. If the
integrator was more then 4° out of tune, the trimming

procedure should be repeated for a reliable calibration"
Figure A.5 shows some measured phase characteristics of
integrators that have been calibrated using the method
described previously.

Figure A.5: Ileasured phase shift curves.
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Appendix B
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